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Abstract. Internal combustion engines are the dominating technology in the automotive transport sector. Within this 
context, even incremental improvements in efficiency are essential for reducing overall environmental impact. 
Maintaining rated specifications is also an important issue, with monitoring solutions being more and more the focus 
of development. Cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is a well established technology that allows improvements in 
efficiency and reduction of emissions. The present work looks at different solutions focused on the integration of a 
digital sensor directly into EGR valves, thus ensuring continuous monitoring and extensive diagnostics. As an initial 
stage, an evaluation of gas cooling efficiency was performed and different routes were identified to allow this 
parameter to be monitored online. Measurement of flow was discarded as a solution, mainly due to cost issues and 
complications of its application. Temperature based evaluation of efficiency was found to ensure the best 
compromise, with acceptable accuracy and practically no integration difficulties. This initial evaluation allowed the 
definition of basic principles of operation for the sensor, so as to ensure the final goal of more efficient and longer-
lasting EGR modules through continuous performance monitoring. 

1 Introduction 

Internal combustion engines are still the technology of 
choice for the automotive industry [1] and are set to 
feature continuous improvement in the near and mid-term 
future [2]. 

Compression ignition (CI) units deliver high fuel 
conversion efficiency and can ensure reduced 
environmental impact even with flexible fuel operation 
[3]. Their adaptability to alternative combustion modes 
can provide further enhancement of efficiency and 
emission characteristics [4], while continuous 
improvement of different components [5] ensures reliable 
operation in a wide range of conditions. 

The use of cooled exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) is 
an essential feature of CI engines, as it delivers 
significant reduction of nitrogen oxide emissions [6]. One 
issue of EGR modules (i.e. recirculation valve and heat 
exchanger) is that over time their efficiency tends to 
degrade, mainly due to fouling phenomena [7-9]. In 
extreme cases, these can lead to plugging of gas passages, 
with condensation as the main driving mechanism [10]. 

Within this context, the ability to continuously 
monitor the performance of cooling effectiveness 
represents an important advantage that would ensure 
better performance throughout the lifetime of the product, 
as well as overall benefits with respect to fuel 
consumption and emissions. Usually this task is 
performed based on a ‘virtual sensor’ approach [11-14], 

meaning that information on the recirculated gas is 
acquired indirectly (e.g. based on recorded air flow, 
intake manifold temperature, pressure etc. and comparing 
the data with expected values for certain EGR valve lift 
settings). While straightforward and standardized, this 
approach is aimed at detecting failures and not at 
evaluating whether the module is operating at its rated 
flow and heat transfer parameters. This is mainly due to 
the fact that the measurement chain features relatively 
low accuracy and thus actual flow values can be 
determined with high error levels. 

Therefore, the present study evaluated two different 
monitoring solutions, capable of online EGR module 
efficiency determinations. To this end, a CI engine was 
fitted with cooled exhaust gas recirculation and the 
operating characteristics were evaluated through gas and 
liquid flow, as well as temperature measurements. The 
validity and applicability of each monitoring solution was 
assessed and the most suitable setup was identified. 

2 Experimental setup and procedure  

The investigated EGR module is composed of a heat 
exchanger (shell and tube design) made of stainless steel 
and valve (poppet type, driven by an electric motor 
through a cam-roller mechanism) with its body in 
aluminum. It is generally fitted to a Diesel engine with a 
3 cylinder inline configuration, displacement of 1.2 litres 
and 55 kW rated power. The actual valve component is 
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also used for engines with maximum output up to 77 kW. 
With these targets in mind, the experimental setup was 
organized so as to cover flow ranges as wide as possible. 

An aspirated compression ignition engine was used 
for performing the trials; its main characteristics are listed 
in Table 1, and further details can be found in [15,16]. 
Apart from the straight forward correlation to the actual 
application of EGR modules, this setup was preferred 
with respect to a dedicated flow test bench. Even though 
the latter would have ensured more thorough and precise 
evaluation of heat transfer characteristics, the engine 
setup was chosen for conditions closer to real-world use, 
as well as the availability of input signals that are 
representative for the intended application in the field of 
automotive transportation. 
 

Table 1. Engine characteristics. 
Operating cycle 4 stroke, compression ignition 

Cylinders 3 
Bore x Stroke 75.0 mm x 77.6 mm 
Displacement 1028 cm3 

Compression ratio 17.5:1 
Rated power 15 kW @ 3600 rpm 
Rated torque 60 Nm @ 2000 rpm 
Fuel system direct injection, common rail, 

1400 bar maximum pressure 
Air intake naturally aspirated 

Intake valves opening 13 deg bTDC 
Intake valves closing 39 deg bTDC 

Exhaust valves opening 38 deg bTDC 
Exhaust valves closing 14 deg bTDC 

 

 

Figure 1. Experimental setup in the initial measurement phase. 
 

In a first phase of the evaluation, the EGR module 
was fitted at the exhaust of the engine (Figure 1), without 
any actual gas recirculation. This allowed a hot film mass 
flow meter to be used for measuring the entire flow of 
gas through the EGR valve (made possible by completely 
closing the exhaust throttle), without significantly 
interfering with engine operation. The setup also ensured 

redundant feedback of the actual flow, based on the 
readings of the engine’s control unit flow meter. With 
this configuration, a wide range of exhaust gas flow could 
be investigated, as well a comprehensive interval of 
pressure drop upstream-downstream of the valve. 

In the second stage, the gas outlet of the module was 
connected to the engine’s intake manifold, thus providing 
conditions closer to real-world operation. Using the 
results of a GT-Power [17] model of the commercial 
engine that employs the investigated module, a ‘most 
frequent’ use range was defined, within the possibilities 
of operating the aspirated engine at acceptable 
combustion stability. In fact, it was found that the power 
unit featured an air flow of over 90 kg/h at 3000 rpm; this 
value, combined with a limit of 30% recirculation, results 
in gas flow below 30 kg/h through the valve-heat 
exchanger module. The generic EGR map used for 
simulations sets the highest rate of recirculation close to 
40%, at engine speeds around 1600 rpm and low load, 
below 3 bar brake mean effective pressure (BMEP). In 
these conditions the air flow for the 1.2 litres engine is 
around 34 kg/h and over 20 kg/h exhaust gas flow into 
the intake manifold. Therefore, it was concluded that the 
setup in its second stage provided conditions that could 
be directly comparable to those encountered during real-
world use of the EGR module. 
 

 

Figure 2. Experimental setup in the second phase of 
measurements. 
 

The main idea behind setting the operating conditions 
of the engine was to cover a wide range of recirculated 
exhaust gas flow, temperature and composition. For this 
reason, crankshaft rotational velocity was varied from 
1000 to 3000 rpm, and relative air-fuel ratio was set in a 
range between 1.6 and 7.0. Engine output varied from 1 
to 13 kW and resulting exhaust gas temperature was in a 
range from below 200 °C and up to maximum values 
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close to 450 °C. Backpressure was maintained at 
relatively low values, below 100 mbar, given that the 
aforementioned conditions of most frequent EGR use 
feature practically no boost. Of course, the power unit 
was allowed to reach rated coolant temperature during all 
trials; for each acquisition engine settings were kept 
constant, and the thermal regime of the EGR module was 
allowed to reach steady-state (i.e. data was recorded in a 
plateau-like region of the temperature curves). 

Measurements related to the investigated module 
included gas and coolant flow values, and upstream-
downstream temperature determinations. Flow was 
evaluated with an accuracy of ±3%, by using an 
ultrasonic volumetric meter with full scale values up to 
25 litres/min [18] for the liquid circuit and a hot film 
mass flow meter with readings up to 1000 kg/h [19]. 
Temperature measurements were performed with K type 
thermocouples that featured an accuracy of ±0.5 °C plus 
0.2% of measured value. All these can be considered as 
state-of-the-art for automotive applications and are 
completely compatible with the accuracies that can be 
expected during real-world operation [20]. 

Two different parameters were calculated, i.e. 
effectiveness (ηenergy) and efficiency (ηtemp), by using eq. 
(1) and (2) respectively, 
 

ηenergy = [dmgas · cpgas · (Tgas-in – Tgas-out)] /  
 [dmliq · cliq · (Tliq-out – Tliq-in)]   (1) 

 
ηtemp = (Tgas-in – Tgas-out) / (Tgas-in – Tliq-in)]  (2) 

 
where dmgas/dmliq is the flow of gas/liquid through the 
module measured in kg/s, cpgas/cliq specific heat of 
exhaust gas/coolant liquid at constant pressure in J/kg K, 
Tgas-in/out/Tliq-in/out gas/liquid temperatures measured in K, 
upstream/downstream of the module. Of course, the first 
parameter (i.e. effectiveness, basically an expression of 
the first law of thermodynamics [21]) can provide much 
more information on the possible reasons of eventual 
changes observed in the performance of EGR modules. 
On the other hand, it requires flow measurements, which 
are much more difficult to implement. The second 
parameter (efficiency, calculated in a simplified version 
of the NTU method [22]) employed only temperature 
measurements. 

3 Results and discussion 

As mentioned in the previous section, different operative 
conditions were investigated, so as to cover a wide range 
of situations. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show results obtained in 
the second configuration (i.e. with actual exhaust gas 
recirculation). 

At a fixed engine speed of 2500 rpm (Figure 3), 
different EGR valve opening settings were scrutinized. 
Air-fuel ratio was close to constant, thus ensuring a 
narrow exhaust gas temperature range around 250 °C. 
Efficiency values showed a decreasing trend as the valve 
was opened. On the contrary, effectiveness featured a 
non-monotonous variation. The increasing trend of this 
parameter up to around 8 kg/h can be attributed to the 

relatively low flow values, a range in which reduced 
accuracy of the flow meter can be expected. This also 
resulted in a wide spread of results, as it will become 
more evident later on; it should be noted that there was 
even a point with a calculated effectiveness of 1.06, and 
several over 0.99, very unlikely even if possible. 

Nonetheless, the fact that efficiency values were very 
close to unity suggests that other heat losses also played a 
significant role. Indeed, one possible reason is that gas 
flow past the valve when it was near complete closure 
resulted in increased convective heat transfer in that 
region. Dissipation of heat from the EGR module to the 
ambient via radiation could also explain why only part of 
the heat flux from the exhaust gas stream was transferred 
to the liquid coolant. Condensation within the heat 
exchanger is another possible explanation. This 
phenomenon should exert a more significant influence at 
high flow rates, but even at low values it cannot be 
excluded. 

Both parameters showed a decreasing trend at flow 
ratings over 8 kg/h, suggesting a significant effect of the 
actual quantity of gas passing through the module. 

 

Figure 3. Effectiveness and efficiency values at increasing 
valve opening. 

 

Figure 4. Effect of increasing engine speed. 

Variations in engine speed (Figure 4) seemed to play 
only a minor role, and showed reduced influence on 
effectiveness/efficiency values. As expected, higher 
rotational velocity featured increased gas temperature (up 
to around 200 °C, for the relatively high air-fuel ratio), 
while the opposite was true for the other end of the range 
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(e.g. around 150 °C was recorded for 1500 rpm). Again, 
the wider spread of data for the effectiveness parameter 
can be attributed to relatively low accuracy gas flow 
measurements below values of 8 kg/h. 

 

Figure 5. Effectiveness and efficiency for various relative air-
fuel ratios. 
 

Finally, the effect of varying air-fuel ratio was also 
found to play a minor role, meaning that both parameters 
showed contained changes at different lambda values 
(Figure 5). This also seems to confirm that the actual gas 
flow value exerts the most important influence. 

To provide more insight into the effect that flow 
measurements has on the results, a brief discussion is 
warranted with respect to the device that was used. Figure 
6 shows the calibration results for the hot film flow 
meter, performed with a device that featured an accuracy 
of ±1%. 

 

Figure 6. Calibrated voltage-flow curve for the hot film mass 
flow meter. 
 

Even if a simple linear correlation would have 
ensured accurate data within the range of interest (R2 over 
0.9900), a polynomial fit (with an R2 value of 0.9989) 
was preferred for improved precision (solid line labeled 
as ‘polynomial’). The calibrated curve closely follows 
that provided by the manufacturer (double line labeled as 
‘original’, characteristic curve ranging from 15 to 850 
kg/h for voltage readings from 1.34 to 4.57 V), with an 
offset of –20 kg/h. This renders the flow meter usable in 
the investigated flow range, with the value of 1.46 V as 
the lowest useful voltage; it also explains the relatively 

high dispersion of effectiveness values for gas flow 
below 5 kg/h. Nonetheless, the fact that 
effectiveness/efficiency results are comparable, can be 
considered as further confirmation that flow 
measurements were valid in the 10-20 kg/h range, 
characteristic for ‘most frequent’ use in real-world 
situations. 

One of the main conclusions that can be drawn is that 
both methods of evaluation delivered completely 
comparable results within the flow range most frequently 
employed for the commercial engine. This is confirmed 
by the points shown in Figure 7, that features all the 
operative conditions, without any distinguishing feature. 
Another evident conclusion is that the actual flow value 
plays the major role in how efficient the module is at 
cooling the recirculated gas. As expected [9], 
effectiveness/efficiency values were around 80% in a 
relatively wide flow range; both parameters showed a 
decreasing trend as flow through the valve was increased. 

 

Figure 7. Efficiency evaluations with the two categories of 
measurements. 
 

One other important observation is that calculated 
effectiveness values featured wider spread compared to 
efficiency. This is directly related to the gas flow values, 
given that the measurement device featured relatively low 
accuracy at the lower end of the range. Together with 
higher complexity of measurement requirements, the 
results of the method based on effectiveness render it less 
favorable for the intended goal of online monitoring. 
Efficiency calculations represent a much more convenient 
route, with addition of two measurement points. 
Basically, integration entails only temperature 
evaluations upstream/downstream of the gas line, thus 
resulting in reduced footprint of the setup. Given that 
only one liquid temperature value is required, the 
measurement already implemented on vehicles (i.e. 
coolant temperature signal) can be taken as reference, and 
therefore bringing additional reduction of cost. 

4 Conclusion 

An experimental investigation was performed for 
evaluating the applicability of online monitoring 
solutions aimed at determining the efficiency of EGR 
modules in automotive applications. The main idea was 
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to identify possible parameters to acquire, and integrate 
the data provided by the new sensor with existing ‘virtual 
sensing’ components already implemented on the vehicle. 
Two different procedures were applied, one for 
determining effectiveness (based on flow and temperature 
measurements) and the second for calculating efficiency 
(by using temperature values only). 

One of the main conclusions was that both evaluation 
procedures delivered comparable results within the useful 
flow range. The calculated values of around 80% for the 
two parameters were also in line with data found in the 
literature. As a major conclusion, measuring gas 
temperatures upstream and downstream of the EGR 
module was identified as the route most suited for 
monitoring its efficiency online. Reduced complexity of 
the measurement devices and easier integration of the 
recorded data into the vehicles’ communication network, 
renders the identified solution the most promising route 
for developing an EGR efficiency sensor capable of 
continuous evaluation. 
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